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1. Introduction
The school as a social institution has taken these digital waves upon itself, and this has
influenced the extremely dynamic renewal and expansion of teachers’ competencies –
from traditional to digital. This demanded from governments to pay close attention to the
digital competencies of citizens, and especially teachers, who form these competencies
in children not spontaneously, but systematically for the socialization of the younger
generation in the information society.
A modern digital society educator must continuously enrich and complement his or
her digital competence by working with the growing digital generation of aboriginal
children in the digital society.
Any adult, not only a teacher, will always face a new digital wave during his life,
which is generated by more and more technically advanced information and communication technologies. In this sense, an adult, and a teacher also, in the community of
children, always remains an emigrant of the digital society in the new digital wave.
Now we are experiencing a digital wave of artificial intelligence – the 4th industrial
revolution and the electronic economy (RDEP, 2018). It is connected with the penetration of numbers in the artificial world of things, which became possible to manage thanks
to artificial intelligence already in the global information space through the Internet and
mobile devices not only in the workplace but also in everyday life. In this new digital
world, a teacher forms a willingness to live in a new civilization.
*
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Existing experience shows that user competencies (digital literacy) in the new conditions of the digital economy are transforming and include not only common for all user
(life) digital competencies, but also professional digital competencies (profession digitalization) and new social digital competencies in the global information world. Consider
this triangle of new advanced digital competencies for a teacher in the conditions of the
4th digital wave.
Cyber-worlds, in which children of our digital wave already live, are a natural environment of normal human activity, filled with virtual analogues: cyber art, cyber education, cyber offices, cyber banks, cyber police, cyber libraries, cyber enterprises, cyber
medicine… All this should be included in the basic digital competence of the teacher to
teach children to live in a digital world and to have an idea of the penetration of all new
digital devices into it. Life digital competence of a competent user becomes a natural
component of the general culture of the digital world.
The new mission of a digital pedagogy teacher is to teach children to learn in a
digital environment throughout their lives. It is also important that each teacher brings
to the children’s community information about new professions in their subject area
(ICT, 2011). Children are focused on the future. Their professional choice is formed in
school, and professions are formed by the digital economy and the new digital wave
also defines the digitalization of the professions.
In addition to the professions of a programmer, web designer and system administrator, which are traditionally digital for the beginning of the 21st century, the digital
economy is rapidly enriching all professions with numbers and creating new professions. New professions of the near future show the dynamic addition of the surrounding
world with the cyber world. Knowing about these professions, helping children to get
basic professional skills with the involvement of business partners in school are the most
important task for the professional choice of the child, his readiness for the challenges
of the digital world.
Social digital competence of the teacher is not only psycho-oriented, but is aimed
to form in children the value of education and general media literacy in working with
information in the Internet and global media, prevention of cybercrime and cyber mania,
fostering a culture of cyber security and Internet etiquette in global knowledge networks
as opposed to entertainment. Here the teacher should act like a digital curator for the
socialization of children in the digital world.

2. Digital Curator
In the new digital wave, social digital competencies require special attention for teachers to work with children. It is necessary to strengthen the environment of development of social digital competences of teachers. In many countries, teachers have already
appeared-digital curators in libraries, social adaptation centers, but it is important that
they are in every school.
Professional standard “Consultant in the field of digital literacy (digital curator)”
is approved in Russia from 31.10.2018 by the Ministry of labor and social protection
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(DC 2018). The responsible organization-developer of the professional standard was the
all-Russian public and state educational organization “Knowledge” (RS, 2018).
The purpose of the new type of professional activity is to advise on the use of information and communication technologies in various spheres of life, to promote the
development of digital literacy of different groups of the population.
The competencies of the digital curator are the following:
●● Conducting direct reception of citizens’ appeals.
●● Electronic communication on citizens’ appeals.
●● Search and processing of information required for consultations in accordance
with the work assignment.
●● Visual and remote placement of information and consultations.
●● Maintaining a database of citizens who have applied for advice.
●● Explanation and demonstration of the ICT application algorithm.
●● Informing about the most common threats when working in the network, using the
means of communication.
●● Informing about the main methods of combating cyber threats.
●● Conducting surveys and questionnaires on the results of activities aimed at the
development of digital literacy.
●● Development of programs of information and educational activities for the development of digital literacy of various groups of citizens and the promotion of
consulting services.
●● Diagnostics of the level of digital literacy of the citizen who applied for consultation.
●● Analysis of the market of digital products and services, digital literacy of the citizens and resources for their development (information resources, educational and
enlightening programs).
●● Organization of the introduction of modern methods, techniques and forms of
counseling on digital literacy development, dissemination of positive experience
of counseling; etc.
Digital curator should know the rules of business correspondence and written etiquette; rules of business communication and speech etiquette; requirements for documentation; norms of the native language; principles and mechanisms of search engines,
functionality of popular search services. He needs to know the legislation of the country
law in the field of intellectual property, personal data, types and basic user characteristics of mobile devices; basic principles of organization and functioning of computer
networks. He should be familiar with the main online services for the provision of electronic services, state portals and municipal services, including services provided with
the use of electronic social cards, electronic payments, electronic queues, and electronic
reception. He is required to get acquainted with the trends in the development of information and communication technologies and digital literacy; the market of modern educational programs aimed at the development of digital literacy; directions and prospects
for the development of ICT for the citizens; modern approaches, forms, methods and
techniques of additional education and enlightenment, features of additional education
and education on the development of digital literacy, etc.
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